TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE ANO LICENSE OF TANDY COMPUTER EQUIPMENT ANO SOFTWARE PURCHASED
FROM RADIO SHACK COMPANY·OWNED COMPUTER CENTERS, RETAIL STORES AND RADIO SHACK FRANCHISEES OR
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USA LIMITED WARRANTY

CUSTOMER DBUGAnDNS
A. CUSTOMER assumes full responsibility that this computer hardware JurChaSed (the "Equipment"), and any
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C~T~ER assumes full responsibility for the condition and effectiveness of the operating environment in which
the Equipment and Software are to function, and for its installation.
II. UMITED WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS OF SAlE
A. For a period of ninety (90) calendar days from the date of the Radio Shack sales document received upon
B.
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to purchll" of Tandy Equipment by the original customer from Radio Shack company·owned computer

centel'l, retail stores, and Radio Shack hnchlulS and dealerl at their authorized locaUonl. The warranty is
.
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no obligation to replace or repair expendable items.
B.
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store, a participating Radio Shack franchisee or Radio Shack dealer along with the sales document.
c. ~~~~t~~ g:~vide~at~~~e~~ ~~W~~O~DI&gsA~c~:nchisee. dealer or other person is authorized to give any

D. EXCEPT AS P\rOVIDEO HEREIN, RADIO SHACK MAKES NO EXPRESS WARRANnES, ANO ANY IMPlIEO
WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICUlAR PURPOSE IS LIMITED IN ITS DURATION
TO THE OURAnON OF THE WRITTEN LIMITED WARRANnES SET FORTH HEREIN.
E. Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above limitation(s) may not
apply to CUSTOMER.
III. UMITAnON OF UABILITY
A. EKCEPT AS PROVIDED HEREIN, RAOID SHACK SHAll HAVE NO LIABILITY OR RESPONSIBILITY TO
CUSTOMER OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY WITH RESPECT TO ANY LIABILITY, LOSS OR DAMAGE
CAUSED OR ALLEGEO TO BE CAUSEO DIRECTlY OR INDIRECTLY BY "EQUIPMENT" OR "SOFTWARE" SOLO,
LEASED, LICENSED OR FURNISHED BY RAOID SHACK, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY
INTERRUPTION OF SERVICE, LOSS OF BUSINESS OR ANTICIPATORY PROFITS OR CONSEOUENTIAL DAMAGES
RESULTING FROM THE USE OR OPERATION OF THE "EDUIPMENT" OR "SOFTWARE." IN NO EVENT SHALL

III. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY (conUnuod)
RADIO SHACK BE LIABLE FOR LOSS OF PROFITS, OR ANY INOIRECT, SPECIAL, OR CONSEOUENTIAL
DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY BREACH OF THIS WARRANTY OR IN ANY MANNER ARISING OUT OF OR
CONNECTED WITH THE SALE, LEASE, LICENSE, USE OR ANTICIPATED USE OF THE "EQUIPMENT" OR
"SOFTWARE. "
NOTWITHSTANOING THE ABOVE LIMITATIONS AND WARRANTIES, RAOIO SHACK'S LIABILITY HEREUNDER
FOR DAMAGES INCURRED BY CUSTOMER OR OTHERS SHALL NOT EXCEED THE AMOUNT PAID BY
CUSTOMER FOR THE PARTICULAR "EQUIPMENT" OR "SOFTWARE" INVOLVED.
8. RADIO SHACK shall not be liable for any damages caused by delay in delivering or furnishing Equipment and/or
Software.
C. No action ariSin~ out of an claimed breach of this Warranty or transactions under this Warranty may be brought

h
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~:~ir~U~~i~her::~i:~ta~c~OuUri.(4) years after the date of the

D. Same states do not allow the limitation or exclusion of incidental or consequential damages, so the above
Iimitation(s) or exclusion{s) may not apply to CUSTOMER.
IV. SOFTWARE LICENSE
RADIO SHACK grants to CUSTOMER a non-exclusive, paid-up license to use the TANDY Software on one computer,
subject to the fallowing provisions:
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10 CUSTOMER. bul nol title to the Software.

C. CUSTOMER may use Software on a multiuser or network system only if either, the Software is expressly labeled
to be for use on a multiuser or'"network system, or one copy of this software is purchased for each node or
terminal on which Software is to be used simultaneously.
D. CUSTOMER shall not use, make. manufacture, or reproduce copies of Software excep.t for use on one computer
and as is specifically provided in this Software License. Customer is expressly prohibited from disassembling the
Software.
E.
F.
G.
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Software allows a backup copy to be made. However, for TRSDOS Software, CUSTOMER is permitted to make a
limited number of additional copies for CUSTOMER'S own use.
CUSTOMER may resell or distribute unmodified copies of the Software provided CUSTOMER has purchased one
coPYi of the Software for each one sold or distributed. The provisions of this Software License shall also be
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V. APPLICABILITY OF WARRANTY
A. The terms and conditions of this Warranty are applicable as between RADIO SHACK and CUSTOMER to either a
sale of the Equipment and/or Software License to CUSTOMER or to a transaction whereby Radio Shack sells or
conveys such EQUwment to a third party for lease to CUSTOMER.
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the author,

VI. STATE LAW RIGHTS
The warranties granted herein give the original CUSTOMER specific legal rights, and the original CUSTOMER may
have other rights which vary from state to state.
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Welcome To TypeMate
Welcome to TypeMate, a typing tutor program for your Color
Computer.
TypeMate gives complete instructions for learning to type and
improving your typing skills, including information on correct finger
placement on the keyboard, typing exercises, the capability to
create and use your own typing lessons, performance graphs to
show which hand and fingers need additional practice, special
controls to alter the appearance and format of the typing exercises
and lessons, and a suggested lesson plan.

The lesson plan provided with TypeMate helps you become familiar
with the various TypeMate program features. When you have
completed all six lessons, you will have a full working knowledge of
all the TypeMate functions. You can then use the full range of
options to assist you in improving your typing skills.

Getting Started
Required Equipment
TypeMate requires the following equipment:
•
•
•
•

Color Computer with a minimum of 32k, or
Color Computer 2 with 64k memory, or
Color Computer 3 with 128k memory
Television

Optional Equipment
The operation of TypeMate can be enhanced by using these
options:
•
•
•

Monitor (Color Computer 3 only)
Cassette Tape Recorder
Printer
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Setting Up
WARNING!
Always be sure the computer is OFF before
INSERTING or REMOVING a Program Pak ,.
Failure to do so may cause permanent
damage to both the Program Pak T. and
the computer.

Insert the TypeMate Program Pak™, label side up, into the slot on
the right side of the computer. Next, connect and turn on the
television or monitor. If you will be using the optional cassette tape
recorder and/or printer, they should be connected and turned on
at this time. Finally, turn on the computer.
After a few seconds, the TypeMate authors' screen will appear. At
this time, turn off the color if you are using a color television to avoid
color shadows.
Then, press any key to begin.
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The Menus
The various TypeMate functions are selected from "menus" that
appear on the screen. Each menu consists of a title (at the top) and
a list of options appearing below the title. When each new menu
appears on the screen, the first option on the list will be highlighted.
For example, the TypeMate main menu What Shall We Do?
appears as follows:
What Shall We Do?
::::F!Dgm§::ijmtl:~§:::r::
Exercises
Lessons
Graphs
Controls
About ... (BREAK)

By pressing the UP and DOWN arrow keys, you move the highlight
box up or down the list of options. When the desired option is
highlighted, you press the ENTER key to make the selection. Select
the Quit (BREAK) option or press the BREAK key to return to the
previous menu.
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What Shall We Do?
What Shall We Do? is the main menu of TypeMate. From this
menu, all of the TypeMate functions may be selected. Each of the
functions are described in the chapters that follow.
Fingers and Keys gives detailed instructions about finger positions
on the keyboard and allows you to explore the keyboard while
learning proper finger positions and letter uses.
Exercises lists your choices of typing exercises. The choices are
Left Hand, Right Hand, Both Hands, and Problem Fingers.
Lessons offers five choices: Load a Lesson From Tape, Edit or
Create a Lesson, Save a Lesson To Tape, Execute a Lesson, and
Print a Lesson.
Graphs presents your perfomance on an exercise or lesson in
graphical form. The graphs show performance errors by hand (both
hands), by left hand (which finger), by right hand (which finger), and
on each of the following key groups: A-M, N-Z, a-m, n-z, 0-9, space
_

II

+ and
II,

II_II _ I l @ " .
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Controls allows you to select the options of changing screen color,
hiding or showing the key labels, and selecting the typewriter or
word processor mode.
About ... (BREAK) returns you to the authors' screen.
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Fingers and Keys
Use Fingers and Keys to acquaint your fingers with the keys of
your Color Computer keyboard. Fingers and Keys gives detailed
instructions about finger positions on the keyboard and tells you
which finger (or combination of fingers) should be used to press a
key during typing.
When you select Fingers and Keys, you can type randomly on any
keys on the keyboard. TypeMate will tell you which finger or
combination of fingers to use for each key that you press.
To exit Fingers and Keys, press the BREAK key on the keyboard.
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Exercises
Exercises is designed to exercise and improve your typing skills.
These exercises are created by TypeMate using random character
patterns to build random-length words, sentences, and paragraphs.
Exercises lets you select typing exercises for the Left Hand, Right
Hand, Both Hands, and Problem Fingers. You can also choose
the length of the exercise: Short, Medium, or Long.
Left Hand
The Left Hand exercise concentrates on the keys which should be
pressed by fingers on the left hand. When you select this exercise,
you will be given the option of which finger(s) to concentrate on.
Right Hand
The Right Hand exercise concentrates on the keys which should
be pressed by fingers on the right hand. When you select this
exercise, you will be given the option of which finger(s) to
concentrate on.
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Both Hands
The Both Hands exercise allows you to test your general typing
skills. This exercise presents random text that requires the use of
all fingers on both hands. Use this exercise to determine which
hands/fingers are giving you the most problem.
Problem Fingers
The Problem Fingers exercise creates and presents an exercise
that concentrates on the fingers giving you the most problems. To
run this exercise, you must have completed a previous exercise or
lesson so that TypeMate can determine which finger(s) have made
the most errors.
Checking Your Performance
While you are typing an exercise, a keyboard counter and clock will
keep a running total of your wpm (words per minute), adj (adjusted
words per minute), err (errors), and cmp% (percent of exercise
completed). When you complete an exercise, the total words per
minute, errors, adjusted words per minute, and length of exercise
will be reported on the screen. You can also select the Graphs menu
to check information about your performance.
9

Lessons
Lessons offers five choices: Load a Lesson from Tape, Edit or
Create a Lesson, Save a Lesson to Tape, Execute a Lesson, and
Print a Lesson. Lessons allows you to create, save, and load your
own typing exercises as additional, personalized typing lessons.
Each lesson may contain any keys you choose, either randomly
selected or representing actual text, such as a letter, poem or prose
quotation, address listing, recipe, or message.
Lessons offers two functions for saving to and loading from a
cassette tape recorder. Be sure to connect a cassette tape recorder
to the port labeled CASS on the back of the computer. If your
cassette tape recorder does not make automatic volume
adjustments, set the volume at its optimum level as specified in the
documentation accompanying your computer. You may need to
experiment to find the best setting for your recorder.
Load a Lesson from Tape
Load a Lesson from Tape loads a previously saved lesson from
your cassette tape recorder. To load a lesson, place your lesson
tape in the cassette tape recorder, rewind the tape, select Load a
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Lesson from Tape on the Lessons menu, and press the PLAY
button on the cassette tape recorder. The screen displays
messages to tell you the loading process is progressing.
When the lesson has been loaded, the Lessons menu will reappear.
Note that each new lesson you load replaces any lesson you have
previously entered or loaded. Once loaded, the new lesson is
available for editing or printing. You may use the lesson in any case
as a personalized typing exercise, using Execute a Lesson.
Edit or Create a Lesson
Edit or Create a Lesson allows you to create a new lesson or edit
an existing one. See the section on Editing or Creating your own
Lesson in the Lesson Plan chapter for further information on editing
or creating a lesson.
Save a Lesson to Tape
Save a Lesson to Tape allows you to save your lessons on tape
so that they may be loaded at a later time. To save a lesson, place
a blank tape in your cassette tape recorder (make sure the tape is
positioned past the leader), place the cassette tape recorder in the
RECORD mode (press the RECORD and PLAY buttons
11

simultaneously), then select Save a Lesson to Tape from the
Lessons menu. The screen displays messages to tell you how the
save process is progressing.
When the lesson has been saved, the Lessons menu will reappear.
Execute a Lesson
Execute a Lesson allows you to use a lesson you have created with
the text editor to improve your typing skills. See the section on
Executing a Lesson in the Lesson Plan chapter for further
information on executing a lesson.
Print a Lesson
Print a Lesson prints your entire lesson on the display and, if you
have a printer connected to the computer, will also print the lesson
on paper. With a printed version of your lessons, you may Execute
a Lesson following the text on the paper instead of on the display.
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Graphs
Graphs shows you where your typing skills need improvement by
presenting information about your errors in the form of graphs.
TypeMate can generate ten different graphs to illustrate the errors
and to indicate the areas that need more practice. The graphs are
generated using data aquired by TypeMate during each new typing
session, whether the session was an exercise or one of your own
lessons. The graphs and their use are described in the following
paragraphs.
Errors by Hand
Errors by Hand illustrates graphically which hand is causing more
errors. From viewing this graph, you can determine which hand
needs more practice. The hands are identified as L (left) and R
(right).
Left Hand Errors
Left Hand Errors illustrates graphically which finger(s) on your left
hand is (are) giving you the most trouble. From viewing this graph,
you can determine which finger(s) on your left hand need to be
13

exercised more. The fingers are identified as P (Pinky), R (Ring), M
(Middle), and I (Index).
Right Hand Errors
Right Hand Errors illustrates graphically which finger(s) on your
right hand is (are) giving you the most trouble. From viewing this
graph, you can determine which finger(s) on your right hand need
to be exercised more. The fingers are identified as P (Pinky), R
(Ring), M (Middle), I (Index) and T (Thumb).

"A" through "M" Errors and "N" through "Z' Errors
The errors graphed on "A" through "M" Errors and on "N" through
"Z' Errors illustrate which of the shifted keyboard characters are
giving you the most trouble. From these graphs and the "a" through
"z" error graphs, you can determine whether you need to exercise
the use of the shift key.

"a" through "m" Errors and "n" through "z' Errors
The errors graphed on "a" through "m" Errors and on "n" through
"z' Errors illustrate which of the unshifted keyboard characters are
giving you the most trouble. From these graphs and the "A" through
14

"Z' Errors graphs, you can determine whether you need to exercise
the use of the shift key.
"0" through "9" Errors

"0" through "9" Errors illustrates how well you handle the number
keys. From this graph, you can determine whether you need to
exercise your use of these keys.

SPACE through" +" Errors and "," through "@" Errors
The errors graphed on SPACE through "+" Errors and on ","
through "@" Errors illustrate which of the punctuation and special
character keys are giving you the most trouble. From this graph,
you can determine whether you need to exercise your use of these
keys.
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Controls
Controls allows selection of options which affect the screen
appearance and content and the format of exercises and lessons.
Change Colors
Change Colors allows you to alterernate between a white or green
display if you are using a color monitor.
Hide Keys/Show Keys
Hide Keys/Show Keys is an aid to further test your ability to type.
When Hide Keys is selected, TypeMate removes the labels from
the keytops on the keyboard screen display. To replace the labels,
select Show Keys.
Set Word Processor Mode/Set Typewriter Mode
Set Word Processor Mode/Set Typewriter Mode allows you to
format the appearance and use of the exercises and lessons.
16

When the typewriter mode is selected, TypeMate requires that a
carriage return (ENTER key) be pressed at the end of each line while
executing an exercise or lesson. Typewriter mode also does not
allow the use of the BACKSPACE key for correcting any errors you
make while executing an exercise or lesson.
When the word processor mode is selected, TypeMate requires
that a carriage return (ENTER key) only be pressed at the end of
paragraphs while executing an exercise or lesson (Note: lessons
you enter with the text editor should only have carriage returns at
the end of each paragraph, not at the end of each line or sentence).
Word processor mode also allows the use of the BACKSPACE key
for correcting any errors you make while executing an exercise or
lesson.
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Lesson Plan
TypeMate can be used successfully by the beginning typist to learn
how to type correctly and accurately. TypeMate can be used by
experienced typists to improve typing techniques and accuracy and
to improve typing skills. A suggested lesson plan comprising task
outlines and instructions for six separate lessons is presented
below:
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

Exploring TypeMate
Exploring the Keyboard
Exercise Trial and Evaluation
Editing or Creating a Lesson
Executing an Exercise or Lesson
Saving/Loading Lessons on Cassette Tape

When you have completed all six lessons, you will feel confident
about performing all of the functions that TypeMate offers. Then
you may use all of the functions on all of the TypeMate menus to
learn and improve your typing skills.
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Lesson 1: Exploring TypeMate
The various TypeMate functions are structured individually to aid
the user in becoming familiar with the keyboard, exercising and
improving typing skills, creating and editing lesson text, saving and
loading lesson text, and evaluating typing skills and deficiencies.
The first step in using TypeMate is to explore the entire set of
functions before using them individually. In this way, you will
understand the range of capabilities of TypeMate and the
opportunities presented to use the functions interchangeably and
interactively. In order to familiarize yourself with TypeMate,
perform the following tasks:
1. From the What Shall We Do? menu, use the directional
arrow keys to highlight the choice you want to explore.
Press the ENTER key to make your selection. Follow the
directions on the screen to proceed. If you want to qUit any
choice, press the BREAK key.
2. Select each of the functions in turn listed on the main
menu: Fingers and Keys, Exercises, Lessons, Graphs,
Controls and About ..• (BREAK). Select at least one of the
options listed on each menu that appears after you select
19

each of the functions. Each time you perform Lesson 1,
select different options.
Lesson 2: Exploring the Keyboard
TypeMate provides a detailed description of the correct placement
of each finger on the keyboard, and tells you which finger to use to
press each key. When you select Fingers and Keys, you may press
any key on the keyboard, and TypeMate will tell you the correct
finger to use. In order to learn the correct hand and finger positions,
select Fingers and Keys, then perform the following tasks:
1. Position your hands on the keyboard so that your left
hand fingers are lightly touching the keys "a", "s", "d", and
"f". The right hand fingers should lightly touch the keys "j",
"k", "I", and ";". These hand and finger positions are the
"home keys" on the keyboard (refer to the diagram
included in the back of this manual).
2. Type the entire alphabet from a to z and the numerals 1
to 10 using the fingers indicated by Fingers and Keys.
3. Type the punctuation and special character keys on the
keyboard using the fingers indicated by Fingers and Keys.
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Lesson 3: Exercise Trial and Evaluation
Exercises generates random character patterns which are used to
build random length words, sentences, and paragraphs. Whether
you are a beginning typist or an experienced typist, you need to test
your typing skill and evaluate your typing performance so that you
can concentrate in future exercises on improvements. In order to
test and evaluate your typing skills, select Exercises, then perform
the following tasks:
1. Select the typing exercise for Both Hands first, with the
exercise length of your choice.
2. Perform the typing exercise as slowly or qUickly as you
feel comfortable until it is completed. While you are typing
the exercise text, TypeMate will beep when you type an
error and will keep a running total of your wpm (words per
minute), adj (adjusted words per minute), err (errors), and
cmp% (percent of exercise completed). When you
complete the exercise, the total words per minute, errors,
adjusted words per minute, and length of exercise will be
reported on the screen.
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3. Select Quit (BREAK), then select Graphs and examine
the various graphs in turn to see which hand, which
finger(s) and which characters are causing you trouble.
4. Select Quit (BREAK), then select Exercises again.
Select an option from the Exercises menu screen to work
on one or more of the deficient performance areas
identified on the graphs, for example Left Hand or Problem
Fingers.
Lesson 4: Editing or Creating your own Lesson
TypeMate allows you to create your own lesson or edit one of your
existing lessons using the text editor. Each of your lessons you
create may use any of the keys you choose, and can represent
realistic text such as a letter, message, or address.
The text editor allows you to type in characters on a continuous
basis without having to enter carriage returns (ENTER key) at the
end of each line. However, you may end a line. for example at the
end of a paragraph, by pressing the ENTER key.
You may also use the directional arrow keys and the edit keys listed
at the top of the screen to correct the text you are entering. For
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example, to move up to the previous line, press the UP ARROW key.
Use the DOWN ARROW key to move to the next line down. To erase
a character, press the CLEAR key. To erase the entire lesson, press
the SHIFT key and the CLEAR key at the same time.
When you have created (or edited) your lesson, you may then
choose to execute it (see Lesson 5: Executing a Lesson). Or you
may choose to save the lesson for future use (see Lesson 6:
Saving/Loading Lessons on Cassette Tape). In order to become
familiar with the use of the text editor, select Edit or Create a
Lesson from the Lessons Menu, then perform the following tasks:
1. Type your name, address, and telephone number. The
characters will appear on the screen as you type.
2. Review the lesson text entered for errors or changes that
you want to make.
3. When the lesson text has been completely reviewed and
edited for corrections and changes, you can choose to use
it as a typing lesson (see Lesson 5) or save it on tape (see
Lesson 6).
4. Select Print on the Lessons menu to print the lesson on
the display or on paper (you must have a printer connected
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to the computer in order to print the lesson on paper). If
you wish to pause the printing, press "P". When you are
ready for the printing to continue, press "P" again. You may
stop printing by pressing BREAK.
Lesson 5: Executing a Lesson
To execute a lesson you have created, perform the following tasks:
1. From the Lessons menu, select Edit or Create a
Lesson to enter a new lesson (see Lesson 4: Editing or
Creating a Lesson), or select Load a Lesson From Tape
to load a lesson you have previously saved (see Lesson 6:
Saving/Loading Lessons on Cassette Tape).
2. Select the Execute a Lesson function in the Lessons
menu.
3. When the lesson appears on the screen, type it exactly
as it is shown. While you are typing, TypeMate will beep
when you type any character that is not identical to what is
shown on the screen, and will keep a running total of your
wpm (words per minute), adj (adjusted words per minute),
err (errors), and cmp% (percent of lesson completed).
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When you complete the lesson, the total words per minute,
errors, adjusted words per minute, and length of lesson will
be reported on the screen.
4. Return to the main menu, then select Graphs and look
at the various graphs in turn to see which hand, finger(s),
and characters are causing you trouble.

Lesson 6: Saving/Loading Lessons on Cassette Tape
TypeMate allows you to save your lesson on a cassette tape for
use at a later time. The Save a Lesson to Tape and Load a Lesson
from Tape sections in the Lessons chapter contain detailed
information about operating the cassette tape recorder for these
purposes.
To save a lesson, perform the following steps:
1. Select Edit or Create a Lesson from the Lessons
menu, and enter the lesson you want to save.
2. Highlight, but do not select (do not press the ENTER
key), Save a Lesson to Tape on the Lessons menu.
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3. Place a blank tape cassette in the cassette tape recorder
and position the tape to begin recording past the tape
leader.
4. Press the RECORD and PLAY buttons simultaneously.
5. Press the ENTER key on the keyboard. The cassette
tape recorder will start, and a progress display will appear
on the screen. When the entire lesson has been saved, the
Lessons menu will reappear on the screen.
To verify that your lesson was saved, perform the following steps:
1. Rewind the cassette, then press the PLAY button.
2. Select Load a Lesson From Tape on the Lessons
menu. The cassette tape recorder will start, and a progress
display will appear on the screen.
3. If the lesson loads (no error message displayed), your
lesson was saved correctly and is now ready for future use.
4. If the lesson does not load (an error message is
displayed), do not worry, your lesson text has not been
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destroyed. Simply perform the steps in saving a lesson
again then repeat the verfication steps.
To load a lesson, perform the following steps:
1. Select Load a Lesson from Tape on the Lessons menu
2. Place a tape containing a previously saved lesson in the
cassette tape recorder and rewind it.
3. Press the PLAY button on the cassette recorder. The
cassette tape recorder will start, and a progress display will
appear on the screen. When the lesson text has been
loaded (no error messages displayed), the Lessons menu
will reappear on the screen.
Here are some helpful hints on operating your cassette:
1. Use a computer data tape for saving and loading rather
than a standard recording cassette tape.
2. Position the tape past the tape leader before you save
lesson text.
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3. You may have to adjust the volume control on the
cassette tape recorder several times before you arrive at
an optimum setting. It is best to start with the setting
recommended by the recorder's documentation.
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TypeMate
TypeMate gives complete instructions for learning to type and improving your typing
skills, including information on correct finger positions on the keyboard, typing
exercises, the capability to create and use your own typing lessons, performance
graphs to show which hand and fingers need additional practice, special controls to
alter the appearance and format of the typing exercises and lessons, and a suggested
lesson plan.
To use TypeMate, you will need:
G

•
•
•

Tandy Color Computer with a minumum of 32k of memory or
Tandy Color Computer 2 with 64k of memory or
Tandy Color Computer 3 with 128k of memory
Television or monitor

For added convenience, you may optionally use:
e

Cassette Tape Recorder

"

Printer

Custom Manufactured in U.S.A. for Radio Sh8ck. A Division of Tandy Corporation

